Rules for a Pretty Woman

Dr. Lenny Faulkner, a single, African American doctor is living a charmed life in Atlanta;
compared to the poor childhood she experienced growing up in Madoosa County, a small
southeast section of Georgia that reeks of the local box manufacturing plant. Lenny is
dedicated to the care and treatment of her female patients. Lenny has been successful in
achieving all her goals except one: She yearns to marry her live-in love Ralph and start a
family. In fact, the alarm on Lennys biological clock is ringing loud and clear---shes turning
thirty-five, but Ralph, doesnt hear it. Instead of proposing, he abruptly ends their nine-year
relationship, empties their joint bank account and runs off with another woman. Adding to
Lennys misery, she learns that her mother is dying of cancer, with only a few months to live.
Feeling utterly defeated, she discovers her fifth grade diary, which contains a list of rules she
had created to live by. Reading them after so many years, Lenny realizes that she has
somehow buried the intensity she demonstrated in her youth that helped her get out of
Madoosa County. The diary becomes the impetus Lenny needs to start taking complete charge
of her life again. She discovers that Ralph leaving isnt such a loss and that her newfound
strength has opened the door to new possibilities, including love.
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Rule #9: I will heed the warnings of my inner voiceDr. Lenita Mae Faulkner has come a long
way from her dirt-poor beginningsin Madoosa. 12 quotes from Rules for a Pretty Woman: 'a
little bit of knowledge can be a dangerous thing! '. Rules for a Pretty Woman has 77 ratings
and 12 reviews. Jan said: A compelling and refreshing summer read from an author who was
new at the time and made.
Successful Atlanta obstetrician/gynecologist Lenita Lenny Faulkner longs to start a family of
her own. She's been with up-and-coming lawyer Ralph for several. Buy *Rules for a Pretty
Woman* online, Rules for a Pretty Woman Suzette Francis Avon Paperback pages. September
rated 4 of 5 possible stars. Rules for a Pretty Woman By Suzette Francis. Issues. This woman
has issues. I kept thinking, how a doctor, an Obstetrician/ Gynecologist could have so many.
Rules for a Pretty Woman. 3 likes. Betrayed by her live-in lover, Dr. Lenita Mae Faulkner
returns to her childhood home. While there, Lenny rediscovers. Trove: Find and get Australian
resources. Books, images, historic newspapers, maps, archives and more.
This Page is automatically generated based on what Facebook users are interested in, and not
affiliated with or endorsed by anyone associated with the topic.
All posts tagged Rules For a Pretty Woman . Life Lessons: Suzette Francis. Life Lessons:
Suzette Francis Are you happy at the moment? Yes, very happy!.
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First time look top ebook like Rules for a Pretty Woman ebook. dont for sure, we dont put any
dollar to open the file of book. If you like a ebook, you mustby the way, I only upload this
ebook only to personal own, do not share to others.we are not place the ebook at hour site, all
of file of ebook at cavsbigplastic.com uploadeded at 3rd party blog. If you download this pdf
this time, you will be get the pdf, because, I dont know when this file can be available at
cavsbigplastic.com. Take the time to learn how to download, and you will found Rules for a
Pretty Woman at cavsbigplastic.com!
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